Thermostability, solvent tolerance, catalytic activity and conformation of cofactor modified horseradish peroxidase.
Artificial prosthetic groups, HeminD1 and HeminD2, were designed and synthesized, which contain one benzene ring and one carboxylic group or two carboxylic groups at the terminal of each propionate side chain of hemin, respectively. HeminD1 and HeminD2 were reconstituted with apo-HRP successfully to produce the two novel HRPs, rHRP1 and rHRP2, respectively. The thermal and solvent tolerances of native and reconstituted HRPs were compared. The cofactor modification increased the thermostability both in aqueous buffer and some organic solvents, and also enhanced the tolerance of some organic solvents. To determine the conformation stability, the unfolding of native and reconstituted HRPs by heat was investigated. Tm was increased from 70.0 degrees C of nHRP to 75.4 degrees C of rHRP1 and 76.5 degrees C of rHRP2 after cofactor modification. Kinetic studies indicated that the cofactor modification increased the substrate affinity and catalytic efficiency both in aqueous buffer and some organic solvents. The catalytic efficiency for phenol oxidation was increased by approximately 55% for rHRP1 in aqueous buffer, and it was also increased by approximately 70% for rHRP1 in 10% ACN. Spectroscopic studies proved that the cofactor modification changed the microenvironment of both heme and tryptophan, increased alpha-helix content, and increased the tertiary structure around the aromatic residue in HRP. The improvements of catalytic properties are related to these changes of the conformation. The introduction of the hydrophobic domain as well as the retention of the moderate carboxylic group in active site is an efficient method to improve the thermodynamic and catalytic efficiency of HRP.